ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMPLIANCE OPTIONS
NECB & Section 9.36 of the NBC

At this time Section 9.36 of the NBC is being applied to *New Buildings* and *Additions*, in order to match the scope of NECB while we determine how best to apply energy efficiency requirements to alterations and renovations. As such, the Energy Compliance Forms are currently required for *New Buildings* and *Additions* only.

**New Building** means the initial construction and footprint of the base building (including the initial tenant fit-up for commercial projects).

**Addition** means any conditioned space that is added to an existing building that increases the above grade floor surface area.

---

**Does the building fall under the scope of Part 3 or contain any F-2 occupancies?**

- Yes: NECB
- No

**Does the building contain only Group C occupancies under the scope of Part 9?**

- Yes
- No

**Does the building have combined floor area of Group D, E or F-3 occupancies greater than 300 sq m?**

- Yes: NECB
- No: 9.36 Prescriptive, 9.36 Trade off OR NECB

---

**Does the building contain only dwelling units with common spaces less than 20% of the total floor area?**

- Yes: 9.36 Prescriptive, 9.36 Trade off, 9.36 Performance OR NECB
- No: 9.36 Prescriptive, 9.36 Trade off OR NECB